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Abstract

The classical sampling Nyquist-Shannon-Kotelnikov theorem states that a band-limited contin-

uous time function is uniquely defined by infinite two-sided sampling series taken with a sufficient

frequency. The paper shows that these band-limited functions allows an arbitrarily close uniform

approximation by functions that are uniquely defined by their extremely sparse subsamples repre-

senting arbitrarily small fractions of one-sided equidistant sample series with fixed oversampling

parameter. In particular, for an arbitrarily largem, an arbitrarily small adjustment of a band-limited

underlying function makes redundant(m − 1) members of any sequence ofm members of the

sample. This allows to bypass, in a certain sense, the restriction on the sampling rate defined by

the critical Nyquist rate. Application of this approach to more general non-bandlimited functions

allows to approximate them by functions that are recoverable from equidistant samples with arbi-

trarily large distance between sampling points.

Keywords: sampling, bandlimitness, missing values, one-sided sequences, sparse samples.

MSC 2010 classification : 94A20, 94A12, 93E10

1 Introduction

The paper suggests a modification of the classical sampling theorem that is also known as Nyquist-

Shannon theorem, Nyquist-Shannon-Kotelnikov theorem, Whittaker-Shannon-Kotelnikov theorem,

Whittaker-Nyquist-Kotelnikov-Shannon theorem, which isone of the most basic results in the the-

ory of signal processing and information science. This theorem states that any band-limited function

can be uniquely recovered without error from a infinite two-sided equidistant sampling sequence taken

with sufficient frequency. This result was obtained independently by four authors [21, 11, 10, 14]. The

theorem imposes a restriction on the sampling rate defined bythe critical Nyquist rate as the lower
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boundary of the sampling rate allowing recovery of the underlying function. Numerous extensions of

this theorem were obtained, including the case of nonuniform sampling and restoration of the signal

with mixed samples; see some recent literature review in [1,8, 17, 19, 22]. There were many works

devoted to reducing the set of sampling points required for restoration of the underlying functions. In

particular, it is known that a bandlimited function can be recovered without error from an oversampling

sample sequence if a finite number of sample values is unknown. It is known [18] that the function

can be recovered without error with a missing one-sided halfof any oversampling sample sequence. It

is also known [7] that the function can be recovered without error with a missing equidistant infinite

subsequence consistent ofnth member of the original sample sequence, i.e. that eachnth member is

redundant, under some additional constraints on the oversampling parameter. The constraints are such

that the oversampling parameter is increasing ifn ≥ 2 is decreasing.

The present paper readdress the problem of reducing the sample required for reconstruction of

the underlying continuous time band-limited function. We show that an arbitrarily small adjustment

of a band-limited underlying function makes redundant(m − 1) members of any subsequence ofm

members from an one-sided equidistant sample (Theorem 1 andCorollary 1). Thism can be selected

arbitrarily large, without increasing of oversampling parameter for the underlying sampling points.

This allows to bypass, in a certain sense, the restriction onthe sampling rate described by the critical

Nyquist rate. In addition, application of this approach to more general non-bandlimited functions allows

to approximate them by functions that are recoverable from equidistant samples with arbitrarily large

distance between sampling points. This allows, in a ceratinsense, to overcome aliasing problem arising

in time discretization of non-bandlimited continuous timefunctions.

The corresponding recovery algorithm is based on a pathwisepredicting algorithm (Proposition 2).

In addition, we establish the robustness of recovering algorithm with respect to the noise contamination.

2 Some definitions

We denote byL2(D) the usual Hilbert space of complex valued square integrablefunctionsx : D → C,

whereD is a domain.

Forf ∈ L2(R), we denote byF = Ff the function defined oniR as the Fourier transform off ;

F (iω) = (Fx)(iω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
e−iωtf(t)dt, ω ∈ R.

Herei =
√
−1 is the imaginary unit. Forf ∈ L2(R), the Fourier transformF is defined as an element

of L2(iR), i.e.F (i·) ∈ L2(R)).

For Ω > 0, let LBL,Ω
2 (R) be the subset ofL2(R) consisting of functionsf such thatf(t) =

(F−1F )(t), whereF (iω) ∈ L2(iR) andF (iω) = 0 for |ω| > Ω}.
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We denote byZ the set of all integers.

3 The main results

Let us formulate first an one-sided modification of Nyquist-Shannon-Kotelnikov Theorem; this modifi-

cation is known and follows from the result [18].

Lemma 1 LetΩ > 0 andτ ∈ (0, π/Ω] be given. Let{tk}k∈Z ⊂ R be a sequence such thattk = τk,

k ∈ Z. Then a band-limited functionf ∈ LBL,Ω
2 (R) is uniquely defined by the sequence{f(tk)}k∈Z.

Furthermore, ifτ ∈ (0, π/Ω), then, for anys ∈ Z, a band-limited functionf ∈ LBL,Ω
2 (R) is uniquely

defined by the one sided-sequence{f(tk)}k≤s.

In particular, Lemma 1 implies that, for any finite setS, f ∈ LBL,Ω
2 (R) is uniquely defined by the

values{f(tk)}k∈Z\S ; this was established in [6] by a different method. We cannotclaim the same for

some infinite sets of missing values. For example, it may happen thatf ∈ LBL,Ω
2 (R) is not uniquely

defined by the values{f(t2k)}k∈Z, if the sampling rate for this sample{f(t2k)}k∈Z is lower than is

required by the Nyquist-Shannon-Kotelnikov Theorem; see more examples in [7].

The main result of the present paper is given by the followingtheorem.

Theorem 1 Letm ∈ Z be given, and letm ≥ 2. LetΩ > 0 andτ ∈ (0, π/Ω] be given. Let

sk =
2πk − π

τm
, k = 0, 1, ..,m − 1. (1)

For δ > 0, let

Iδ = {ω ∈ R : min
k=0,1,...,m−1

|ω − sk| ≤ δ}. (2)

Letf ∈ LBL,Ω
2 (R) be such that there existsδ > 0 such that

F (iω) = 0 for ω ∈ Iδ, (3)

whereF = F−1f . Let{tk}k∈Z ⊂ R be a sequence of sampling points defined astk = τk. Then, for

anys ∈ Z, a band-limited functionf ∈ LBL,Ω
2 (R) is uniquely defined by the values{f(tmk−1)}k≤s.

Corollary 1 LetΩ > 0, f ∈ LBL,Ω
2 (R), andτ ∈ (0, π/Ω], be given. Then for anyε > 0 there exists

δ = δ(ε) > 0 such thatsupt∈R |f(t)− fδ(t)| ≤ ε, wherefδ
∆
= F−1(F IIδ ), F = Ff . Thisfδ satisfies

assumptions of Theorem 1 and is uniquely defined by the values{fδ(tmk−1)}k≤s.
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Remark 1 In Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, the valuesδ andε can be selected arbitrarily small, andm

can be selected arbitrarily large. This means that selection of a largem and an arbitrarily small ad-

justment of a band-limited functionf (i.e. replacementf byfδ defined in Corollary 1) makes redundant

every(m− 1) members among any set ofm samples. Sincem can be arbitrarily large, the fraction of

remaining samples that we need for recovery can be arbitrarily small.

Remark 2 In the proof given below, we suggest an algorithm of calculation of the complete sample

{f(tk)}k∈Z from the set of values{f(t2m+1)}k≤s. This leads to recovery off by standard methods.

Remark 3 (i) Theorem 1 applied tof transformed by a simple time shift allows to use sets

{f(tmk−d)}k≤s for anyd ∈ Z.

(ii) Theorem 1 considers a subsequence of the left hand half of the sampling series; it is convenient

for representation of past historical observations, for instance, for predicting problems. However,

a similar statement can be formulated for a subsequence of the right hand half of the sampling

series. More precisely, we could replace the set{f(tmk−1)}k≤s by the set{f(tmk+1)}k≥s. This

would require to replace the predicting algorithm in the proofs below on its backward version

which is rather technical.

Extension on non-bandlimited functions

Theorem 1 offers an approach to a long standing problem of sampling for functions that are not neces-

sarily band-limited. Clearly, anyf ∈ L1(R) ∩ L2(R) can be approximated by bandlimited functions

fΩ
∆
= F−1(F I[−Ω,Ω]), F = Ff , whereΩ → +∞. However, for any givenτ , the samples{fΩ(τk)}k∈Z

are insufficient to define the functionfΩ if Ω > π/τ . This means that the sampling frequency has to

be increasing along withΩ. A related problem is aliasing of continuous time processesafter time

discretization.

It appears that Theorem 1 allows to overcome this obstacle ina certain sense as the following.

Corollary 2 Let ρ ∈ (0, 1] be given. For anyf ∈ L1(R) ∩ L2(R), ε > 0, and∆ > 0, there exist

Ω̄ > 0 andm̄ ∈ Z, m̄ ≥ 2, such that the following holds for anyΩ ≥ Ω̄ andm ≥ m̄:

(i) supt∈R |f(t) − fΩ,m(t)| ≤ ε, wherefΩ,m
∆
= F−1FΩ,m, FΩ,m = F IIδ∩[−Ω,Ω], F = Ff , and

whereIδ is defined by (2) in Theorem 1 withδ = δ(m) = m−2 and withτ = ρπ/Ω.

(ii) The functionfΩ,m belongs toLBL,Ω
2 (R), and, forτ = ρπ/Ω, satisfies assumptions of Theorem 1.

For this function, there exists an equidistant sequence of sampling points{θk}k∈Z such thatθk −
θk−1 ≥ ∆ and, for anys ∈ Z, the functionfΩ,m is uniquely defined by the values{fΩ,m(θk)}k≤s.
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Remark 4 The proofs below implies an algorithm of recovering the sequence{fΩ,m(θk)}k>s and the

functionfΩ,m from the sequence{fΩ,m(θk)}k≤s. The algorithm is outlined in Section 5.

Applications for Fourier series expansions

Let us consider functionsy ∈ L2(−π, π) and their Fourier seriesY = {Y (k)}k∈Z, where

Y (k) =
1

2π

∫ π

−π
y (t) e−iωkdω.

For this series, we will use notationY = Φy. It is known thatY ∈ ℓ2, and the mapping

Φ : L2(−π, π) → ℓ2 is a continuous bijection.

Corollary 3 Let y ∈ L2(−π, π) be such that there existδ > 0 andm ∈ Z, m ≥ 2, such thaty(t) = 0

for t ∈ Iδ, whereIδ is defined by (1)-(2) withτ = 1. Then, for anys ∈ Z, y is uniquely defined by the

values{Y (mk − 1)}k≥s.

In particular, Corollary 3 means that, for any functiony ∈ L2(−π, π), the complete informa-

tion about the functionyI[−π,π]\Iδ is contained in the sequence{Yδ(mk − 1)}k≥s, whereYδ
∆
=

Φ(yI[−π,π]\Iδ), and whereIδ is defined by (1)-(2) withτ = 1. The valuem can be arbitrarily large and

δ > 0 can be arbitrarily small.

The information about the valuesyIIδ will be lost after transition to the subsample{Yδ(mk −
1)}k≥s. If we selectδ = m−2, we will have thatmes (Iδ) → 0 asm → +∞. This means that the

loss of information for transition to this sparse subsamplecan be made small. In addition, one can

eliminating the loss of information using two sparse subsamples constructed as described above for two

differentm1 6= m2 with small enoughδ, to ensure that the corresponding setsIδ are disjoint. This

could lead to algorithms for compactification of information that is sufficient to characterizesy.

Remark 5 In Corollary 3, the sequences{Yδ(mk − 1)}k≥s can be replaced by sequences{Yδ(mk −
1)}k≤s (see Remark 3).

4 Proofs

Some preliminary definitions and results

Let us introduce some additional notations first.

For r ∈ [1,+∞], we denote byℓr the set of all sequencesx = {x(k)}k∈Z ⊂ C, such that‖x‖ℓr =
(∑∞

k=−∞ |x(k)|r
)1/r

< +∞ for r ∈ [1,∞) or ‖x‖ℓ∞ = supt∈Z |x(k)| < +∞ for r = +∞.

We denote byLr(−π, π) the usual Banach space of complex valuedLr-integrable functionsx :

[−π, π] → C.
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LetDc ∆
= {z ∈ C : |z| > 1}, and letT = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}.

Forx ∈ ℓ2, we denote byX = Zx the Z-transform

X(z) =

∞∑

k=−∞

x(k)z−k, z ∈ T.

Respectively, the inverse Z-transformx = Z−1X is defined as

x(k) =
1

2π

∫ π

−π
X

(
eiω

)
eiωkdω, k = 0,±1,±2, ....

Forx ∈ ℓ2, the traceX|T is defined as an element ofL2(T).

Let Hr(Dc) be the Hardy space of functions that are holomorphic onDc including the point at

infinity with finite norm‖h‖H2(Dc) = supρ>1 ‖h(ρeiω))‖Lr(−π,π), r ∈ [1,+∞].

ForW ∈ (0, π), letLW (T) be the set of all mappingsX : T → C such thatX
(
eiω

)
∈ L2(−π, π)

andX
(
eiω

)
= 0 for |ω| > W . We will call the the corresponding processesx = Z−1X band-limited.

For s ∈ Z, we denote byℓ2(−∞, s) the set of all sequencesx = {x(k)}k≤s ⊂ C, such that
∑s

k=−∞ |x(k)|2 < +∞.

Let ℓBL

2 be the subset ofℓ2 consisting of sequences{x(k)}k∈Z such thatx = Z−1X for some

X
(
eiω

)
∈ ∪W∈(0,π)L

W (T). Let ℓBL

2 (−∞, s) be the subset ofℓ2(−∞, s) consisting of traces

{x(k)}k≤s of all x ∈ ℓBL

2 .

Proposition 1 For anyx ∈ ℓBL

2 (−∞, s), there exists an uniqueX ∈ ∪W∈(0,π)L
W (T) such thatx(k) =

(Z−1X)(k) for k ≤ s.

By Lemma 1, the future{x(k)}k>s of a band-limited processx = Z−1X, X ∈ L
W (T), is uniquely

defined by its history{x(k)}k≤s. This statement represent a reformulation in the deterministic setting

of the classical Szegö-Kolmogorov Theorem for stationaryGaussian processes [9, 15, 16, 20].

Proof of Proposition 1. The proof follows from predictability results for band-limited discrete time

processes obtained in [2, 3]. For completeness, we will provide a direct and independent proof. (This

proof can be found in [4]). LetD
∆
= {z ∈ C : |z| < 1}. It suffices to prove that ifx(·) ∈ ℓBL

2

is such thatx(k) = 0 for k ≤ s, then eitherx(k) = 0 for k > s or x /∈ ℓBL

2 . If x(k) = 0 for

k > s, thenX = Zx = zsY (z), whereY ∈ H2(Dc). Hence, by the property of the Hardy space,

Y /∈ ∪W∈(0,π)L
W (T); see e.g. Theorem 17.18 from [13]. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.

�

Proof of Lemma 1

The result of the lemma is known [18]. We provide a different proof since we will use this proof for the

proof of Theorem 1.
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Consider a sequence of samples

x(k) = f(tk) =
1

2π

∫ Ω

−Ω
F (iω) eiωtkdω, k = 0,±1,±2, ....

Sincetk = kτ , we have that

x(k) =
1

2πτ

∫ τΩ

−τΩ
F (iν/τ) eiνkdν =

1

2π

∫ τΩ

−τΩ
G
(
eiν

)
eiνkdν.

The functionG here is such thatG
(
eiν

)
= τ−1F (iν/τ) for ν ∈ (−τΩ, τΩ); we have used a change

of variablesν = ωτ . SinceF (iν/τ) ∈ L2(iR), it follows thatG
(
eiν

)
∈ L2(T). The two-sided

sequence{x(k)}k∈Z represents the sequence of Fourier coefficients ofG and defines uniquelyG as

well asF andf ; this gives the statement of the Nyquist-Shannon-Kotelnikov Theorem. Further, if

τ < π/Ω thenx ∈ ℓBL

2 . In this case, Lemma 1 implies that a sequence fromℓBL

2 is uniquely defined

by its trace on the set{k ≤ 0}. It follows that the functionf is uniquely defined by the sequence

{x(k)}k≤0 = {f(tk)}k≤0. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.�

Proof of Theorem 1

It suffices to proof the theorem fors = 0 only; the extension ons 6= 0 is straightforward.

Let V be the set of allx ∈ ℓ2 such that‖x‖ℓ2 ≤ 1 and

X
(
eiω

)
= 0 for ω ∈ Jδ, (4)

whereX = Z−1x,

Jδ = {ω ∈ (−π, π] : min
k=0,1,...,m−1

|ω − τsk| ≤ δτ}. (5)

LetH be the set of allh ∈ ℓ∞ such that the following holds:

(i) h = Z−1H for someH ∈ H∞(Dc);

(ii) h(d) = 0 if (d+ 1)/m /∈ Z, d ∈ Z,

(iii) h(d) = 0 for all negatived ∈ Z.

Proposition 2 The classV is predictable in the following sense: for anyε > 0, there existŝh ∈ H
such that

‖y(k)− ŷ(k)‖ℓ∞ ≤ ε (6)

for anyx ∈ V, where

y(k) = x(k + 1), ŷ(k)
∆
=

k∑

d=−∞

ĥ(k − d)x(d). (7)
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In (7), ŷ = ĥ ◦ x; we use the sign◦ for the convolution inℓ2. The procesŝy is the output of a linear

predictor defined by the kernelĥ.

Proof of Proposition 2. We will prove that the predicting can be ensured by kernelsĥ = Z−1Ĥ,

where

Ĥ(z)
∆
= zV (zm), (8)

and where

V (z)
∆
= 1− exp

[
− γ

z + α

]
, (9)

whereα = 1 − γ−r and wherer > 0 andγ > 0 are parameters. This functionV was introduced in

[2]. (In the notations from [2],r = 2µ/(q− 1), whereµ > 1, q > 1 are the parameters). This predictor

produces the procesŝy(t) approximatingy(t) = x(t+ 1) asγ → +∞ for all inputsx ∈ V.

Let W (α) = arccos(−α), let D+(α) = (−W (α),W (α)), and letD(α)
∆
= [−π, π]\D+(α). We

have thatcos(W (α)) + α = 0, cos(ω) + α > 0 for ω ∈ D+(α), andcos(ω) + α < 0 for ω ∈ D(α).

Note thatα = α(γ) → 1 asγ → +∞.

It was shown in [2] that the following holds:

(i) V (z) ∈ H∞(Dc) andzV (z) ∈ H∞(Dc).

(ii) V (eiω) → 1 for all ω ∈ (−π, π) asγ → +∞.

(iii) If ω ∈ D+(α) thenRe
(

γ
eiω+α

)
> 0 and|V

(
eiω

)
− 1| ≤ 1.

The definitions imply that there existsγ0 > 0 such that for anyγ ≥ γ0 and forV selected with

α = α(γ) we havesupω∈(−π,π]\Jδ
|V

(
eiω

)
− 1| ≤ 1.

Let

Q(α) = ∪m−1
k=0

(
W (α) + 2πk

m
,
2π −W (α) + 2πk

m

)
, Q+(α) = [−π, π] \Q(α).

From the properties ofV , it follows that the following holds.

(i) V (zm) ∈ H∞(Dc) andĤ(z) = zV (zm) ∈ H∞(Dc).

(ii) V
(
eimω

)
→ 1 for all ω ∈ (−π, π] \ {τsk}m−1

k=0 asγ → +∞.

(iii) If ω ∈ Q+(α) thenRe
(

γ
eimω+α

)
> 0 and

∣∣V
(
eimω

)
− 1

∣∣ ≤ 1.

By the choice ofV , it follows that v(0) = 0 for v = Z−1V . HenceV (zm) = z−mv(1) +

z−2mv(2) + z−3mv(3).... HenceĤ(z) = zV (zm) belongs to the classH.
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Suppose that we are givenx ∈ V, ĥ = Z−1Ĥ, X
∆
= Zx, and

y(t)
∆
= x(t+ 1), ŷ(t)

∆
=

t∑

s=−∞

ĥ(t− s)x(s).

This means thatY (z) = zX(z), Ŷ = Z ŷ = ĤX.

Suppose thatγ → +∞. Let us show that this implies that

sup
k∈Z

|x(k + 1)− y(k)| → 0.

We have that‖Y
(
eiω

)
− Ŷ

(
eiω

)
‖L1(−π,π) = I1 + I2, where

I1 =

∫

Q(α)
|Y

(
eiω

)
− Ŷ

(
eiω

)
|dω, I2 =

∫

Q+(α)
|Y

(
eiω

)
− Ŷ

(
eiω

)
|dω.

By the definitions, there existsγ0 > 0 such that, for allγ > γ0, we have that

Q(α) ⊂ Iδ, (10)

andI1 = 0. It follows thatI1 → 0 asγ → +∞ uniformly overx ∈ V.

Let us estimateI2. By the known properties ofV , we have that|V
(
eimω

)
− 1| ≤ 1 for all ω ∈

Q+(α). We have that

I2 =

∫

Q(α)
|eiω(1− V

(
eimω

)
)X

(
eiω

)
|dω ≤ ‖1 − V

(
eimω

)
‖L2(Q+(α))‖X

(
eiω

)
‖L2(−π,π).

We have thatIQ+(α)(ω)|1−V
(
e2iω

)
| → 0 a.e. asγ → +∞, whereI is the indicator function. We

have that

IQ+(α)(ω)|1− V
(
eimω

)
| ≤ 1.

From Lebesgue Dominance Theorem, it follows that‖1 − V
(
eimω

)
‖L2(Q+(α)) → 0 asγ → +∞. It

follows thatI1 + I2 → 0 uniformly overx ∈ V. Hence‖ŷ − y‖ℓ∞ → 0 asγ → +∞ uniformly over

x ∈ V. It follows that the predicting kernelŝh(·) = Z−1Ĥ are such as required. This completes the

proof of Proposition 2.�

Corollary 4 For anyx ∈ V and anys ∈ Z, the sequence{x(mk − 1)}k≤s uniquely definesx.

Proof of Corollary 4.It suffices to prove that ifx is such thatx(k) = 0 for k ≤ s, thenx(k) = 0 for

k > s. Let us apply predictability established above to a processx ∈ V such thatx(k) = 0 for k ≤ s.

Let y(k)
∆
=

∑k
d=−∞ ĥ(k − d)x(d), whereĥ are selected as above, withγ → +∞. Clearly,y(k) = 0

if k ≤ s. It follows from the predictability ofx established in Proposition 2 thatx(1) = 0.

9



Further, let us apply the proof given above to the processx1(k) = x(k + 1). Clearly,x1 ∈ V and

x1(k) = 0 for k < s. Similarly, we obtain thatx1(k) = 0 for all k ≤ s+1. Repeating this proceduren

times, we obtain thatx(k) = 0 for all k < s+ n for all n. This completes the proof of Corollary 4.�

We are now in the position to complete Theorem 1. Letx(k) = f(tk), k ∈ Z. In the notations

of the proofs of Lemma 1 and Proposition 2, we have that the function G : T → C is such that

G
(
eiω

)
= 0 for ω ∈ Jδ . By Proposition 2, the sequence{x(k)}k∈Z is uniquely defined by the sequence

{x(mk − 1)}k≤s = {f(tmk−1)}k≤s. HenceG is uniquely defined by the sequence{f(tmk−1)}k≤s.

SinceF = Ff is uniquely defined byG, it follows that the functionf = F−1F is uniquely defined by

the sequence{f(tmk−1)}k≤s. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.�

Proof of Corollary 1. It suffices to observe that‖F (i·) − Fδ(i·)‖L2(R) → 0 as δ → 0, where

Fδ = Ffδ. Since the support ofF (iω) = 0 andFδ(iω) = 0 if |ω| > Ω, it follows that ‖F (i·) −
Fδ(i·)‖L1(R) → 0 asδ → 0. Hence‖f − fδ‖L∞(R) → 0 asδ → 0. This completes the proof.�

Proof of Corollary 2.Since we selectedδ = m−2, we have that

sup
t∈R

|f(t)− fΩ,m(t)| = 1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
|F (iω)− FΩ,m(iω)|dω

=
1

2π

∫

R\(Iδ∩[−Ω,Ω])
|F (iω)|dω → 0 as Ω → +∞, m → +∞.

Then statement (i) follows. The functionfΩ,m has the same properties as the functionfδ in Theorem 1.

Further, lettk = kτ for k ∈ Z. Sinceτ ∈ (0, π/Ω], the sample{fΩ,m(tk)}k∈Z has the same properties

as the functionfδ in Theorem 1. Selectingθk = tmk−1 with sufficiently largem, we obtain statement

(ii). This completes the proof of Corollary 2.�

Proof of Corollary 3.It suffices to observe that this corollary represents a reformulation of Theorem

1. �

5 An algorithm of recovery of f from a decimated sample

The present paper targets the theoretical aspects of possibility of recovering functions from decimated

samples rather than numerical methods. However, the proofsare based on construction of a recovering

algorithm that still may have a potential for practical applications.

To apply the classical Nyquist-Shannon-Kotelnikov Theorem for the data recovery, one has to re-

store the Fourier transformF = Ff from the two-sided sampling series{f(tk)}k∈Z. This procedure is

relatively straightforward. The algorithm used in the proof of Theorem 1 requires to restore Z-transform

G
(
eiν

)
= F (iω/τ) from sparse subsequences using predicting algorithms suchas the one described

in Proposition 2. This task is feasible but numerically challenging.
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Let us summarize the steps implied by Theorem 1 for recovery of fδ from the sample

{fδ(tmk−1)}k≤s under the assumptions of Theorem 1 with a fixedδ. The algorithm requires the fol-

lowing steps:

(i) For a givenε > 0, find γ that ensures that (6) holds forĥ constructed as described above with

thisγ.

(ii) Find ŷ presented in (6). Accept the valuesŷ(td) as estimates of the valuesfδ(td) that are missing

for d /∈ {km+ 1 : k ∈ Z, k ≤ s}.

(iii) Restorefδ from the complete sample{fδ(td)}d∈Z.

It can be noted that the choice ofε in (6) controls the size of the error for given that the complete

sequencesx = {x(k)}k∈Z = {fδ(tk)}k∈Z are normalized such that‖x‖ℓ2 ≤ 1. However, the complete

sequences are unknown a prior and have to be calculated from asubsample. If the norm‖x‖ℓ2 of the

calculatedx will be larger than one, than the error may exceedε. To achieve higher precision, one may

need to repeat the steps listed above with a smallerε.

Some examples of applications of related predicting algorithms can be found in [5].

On robustness of recovery of the sample with respect to noisecontamination

Let us discuss the presence of the contaminating noise on recovering the complete sampling sequences

{x(k)}k∈Z = {fδ(tk)}k∈Z from a decimated sequence.

The predicting algorithm uses the transfer functionĤ
(
eiω

)
defined by (8) that approximates the

function eiω representing the forward one-step shift in the time domain;the value|Ĥ
(
eiω

)
− eiω| is

small outside ofQ+(α). Therefore, the processy(t) represents an one step prediction ofx(t + 1)

if X
(
eiω

)
vanishes onQ+(α). This is illustrated by Figures 1 and 2 showing the shape of error

curves for approximation of the forward one step shift operator. More precisely, it shows the shape of

|Ĥ
(
eiω

)
−eiω| for the transfer function (8), and the shape of the corresponding predicting kernel̂h with

different parameters. As can be seen, the values of transferfunctions rise sharply asmesQ+(α) → 2π,

i.e., if ε → 0 or γ → +∞ in Proposition 2 orδ → 0 in Corollary 1. This means that the presence of

noise, i.e.,F (iω) 6= 0 for ω ∈ Iδ, can imply a significant error for largeγ or smallδ.

Let us show that the algorithm still features some robustness if δ > 0 is fixed or separated from

zero.

Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied with someδ > 0. Suppose that the kernels

ĥ described in the proof of Proposition 2 are applied to a sequence with a noise contamination. Let us

consider an input sequencex ∈ ℓ2 such thatx = x0 + η, wherex0 ∈ V, and whereη ∈ ℓ2 represents a

11



noise. LetX = Zx, X0 = Zx0, andN = Zη. We assume that‖N
(
eiω

)
‖L1(−π,π) = σ; the parameter

σ ≥ 0 represents the intensity of the noise.

In the proof of Theorem 1, we found that, for an arbitrarily small ε > 0, there exists a predicting

kernelĥ ∈ H such that
∫ π

−π
|(Ĥ

(
eiω

)
− 1)X0

(
eiω

)
|dω ≤ 2πε ∀x0 ∈ V,

whereĤ = Zĥ. This kernel is such that̂y0 = ĥ ◦x0 approximated the processx+0 (t)
∆
= x0(t+1) such

that

‖ŷ0 − x+0 ‖ℓ∞ ≤ ε.

Let us estimate the prediction error for the case whereσ > 0. For ŷ = ĥ ◦ x andx+(t)
∆
= x(t+1),

we have that

‖ŷ − x+‖ℓ∞ ≤ E0 + Eη,

where

E0 =
1

2π
‖(Ĥ

(
eiω

)
− 1)X0

(
eiω

)
|‖L1(−π,π) ≤ ε, Eη =

1

2π
‖(Ĥ

(
eiω

)
− 1)N

(
eiω

)
|‖L1(−π,π).

The valueEη represents the additional error caused by the presence of unexpected high-frequency noise

(whenσ > 0). It follows that

‖ŷ − x+‖ℓ∞ ≤ ε+ σ(κ+ 1), (11)

where

κ = sup
ω∈[−π,π]

|Ĥ
(
eiω

)
|.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the prediction is robustwith respect to noise contamination for

any givenε.

However, we have that

κ → +∞ as γ → +∞. (12)

This implies that error (11) is increasing asε → 0 for any givenσ > 0. This happens when the predictor

is targeting too small a size of the error for the sequences fromV, i.e. under the assumption thatσ = 0.

In particular, this implies that the assumptions of Theorem1 cannot be bypassed via approximation

described in Corollary 1 withfδ
∆
= F−1(F IIδ ), F = Ff . The problem is that the valuesfδ(tmk−1)

are not observable directly; there is a non-zero errorf(tmk−1) − fδ(tmk−1). We have that the error

f(tmk−1) − fδ(tmk−1) → 0 asδ → 0; however, ifδ → 0, then we needγ → +∞ to ensure (10). In

this case, (11) and (12) imply that the error is increasing.
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6 Discussion and future developments

(i) It could be interesting to find non-equidistant infinite sets that can be redundant for recoverability

of the underlying function. In particular, it could be interesting to investigate if recovery off

suggested in Theorem 1 is robust with respect to errors in location of the sampling pointstk.

(ii) It is unclear if our approach based on predictability ofdiscrete time processes is applicable to

processes defined on multidimensional lattices. It could beinteresting to extend this approach on

functionsf : R2 → R, using the setting from [12].

(iii) It can be noted that the choice of predicting kernels presented in the proofs above is not unique.

For example, we could use a predicting algorithm from [3] instead of the the predicting algorithm

based on [2] that was used in the present paper.

(iv) Since we used a predicting algorithm [2] that does not require that the spectrum of an underlying

process is actually vanishing on an arc ofT, we can relax conditions of Theorem 1. Instead of

processes vanishing on open setsIδ, we can consider processes that vanish only at the middle

points of the intervals formingIδ; however, the rate of vanishing has to be sufficient, similarly to

[2].
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Figure 1: Approximation of the one-step forward shift operator: the values |K
(
eiω

)
− eiω| for the

transfer function of the predictor (8) and the values of the corresponding kernel ĥ with γ = 2.5,

r = 0.4, m = 2.
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Figure 2: Approximation of the one-step forward shift operator: the values |K
(
eiω

)
− eiω| for the

transfer function of the predictor (8) and the values of the corresponding kernel ĥ with γ = 4, r = 0.4,

m = 4.
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